


They want what????  

Making the bank happy?
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Irene Morrill, CPCU, CIC, ARM, CRM, CRIS, MLIS, LIA, CPIW
VP Technical Affairs, MAIA
imorrill@massagent.com

This program is designed to provide accurate and authoritative information in 
regard to the subject matter covered. It is provided with the understanding that 
the publisher is not engaged in rendering legal, accounting, or other 
professional service.  If legal advice or other expert assistance is required, the 
services of a competent professional person should be sought.

With special thanks to the Insurance Services Office, Inc. for advance 
information, continued support, and permission to use their forms and 
information.
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I have an insured refinancing a DP3. The mortgage company is asking to 
be listed as the mortgage and an additional insured.
The Insurance company is XXX ,and they will not list the mortgage 
company as an additional insured. 
I honestly in my many years in the business have never listed a mortgage 
as an additional that I remember anyways. 
Can you tell me if this something that is being asked? 

And if we cannot do this ,how do we get around it? 

Is there policy language to send along to the mortgage company
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Should bank be an additional insured?



I don’t know any company that would do it nor should they.

As mortgagee they have rights under the policy to get paid.

As told by Dan Foley, Esq MAIA Legal consultant – as a mortgagee they 
should not be legally responsible for BI/PD arising out of a property they 
hold the mortgage on.

Once they foreclose …that’s a horse of a different color!
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Should bank be an additional insured?



I receive various questions asking if they should type on the binder 
what the bank wants

The Bank wants me to state that on the binder:
insurance is written to 100% ITV 
or
insurance is written on a  “guaranteed replacement cost” …
or
insurance is “100% replacement cost”
or
“If there is no agreed amount endorsement or coinsurance 
waiver, is the current coverage limit written to 100% of the total 
insurable value (ITV)? (regarding condo master policy)
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Should I say…



Regarding the question from the bank on the condo master policy:

There is NO answer for that question …

there is no such thing as 100% total insurable value – unless one has a company 
specific “guaranteed replacement cost endorsement” and then I’d want to read 
it!

Losses are paid in accordance to whatever loss settlement provision is in the 
policy. 
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Should I say…



With such rising construction costs and rising costs of everything due to supply 
chain issues – I would not want to make that statement!

Consider the agent that typed THAT on a binder for a condo purchased for the 
Champlain Towers Condo in Surfside, FLA
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Should I say…
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Should I say…

Years ago …Dan Foley, Esq., then VP 
Government Affairs, MAIA had 
written to the then Banking 
Commissioner about banks requiring 
wording regarding 
“guaranteed replacement cost
Or
100% full replacement 
On a binder

And whether such language is in 
violation of MGL 183 section 66
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Should I say…

Commissioner believes that based 
on the language of the law – an 
agent need only state that insurance 
if for the replacement cost of the 
mortgaged premises
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Should I say…

Dan wanted the 
commissioner to 
communicate this to 
all the banks …but he 
said …no

Though it will be 
summarized in the 
“digest of selected 
opinions”



MGL 183:66
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Should I say…
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Why does client have to carry …

Does ANYONE really know what 100% replacement cost really is?

Each carrier has their own information in their valuation software to 
create an ITV or RCE … even if they all use the same “base” software 
such as corelogic … the end result will always be different!!!

With current constructions cost increase … I would never want to type 
something on a binder that can end up getting ME sued …
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Can the bank require a copy of the HO 05 02

The bank wants the binder to show 100% replacement cost and I know I can’t.  However, 
the policy will have the HO 05 02 Add’l Limits of Liability Endorsement which I explained 
provides “100 replacement cost”.  

The Mortgage Co is requesting in writing the HO 05 02 endorsement page, I sent it to 
them, and it does not state 100%.

In speaking with Mass Property, the endorsement on the policy is 100%, but it does not 
state that on the Dec page, and I am not allowed to write in 100% policy endorsement 
page, what are we supposed to tell the Mortgage Broker who wants this?
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Can the bank require a copy of the HO 05 02

First, I “assume” this is a re-finance on a current policy and you are endorsing the policy 
with the new mortgagee?

An agent has the ability to write a client with MPIUA, but that agent is NOT an “agent” 
or broker for MPIUA and therefore has NO RIGHT to issue a binder.  One should be 
issuing the endorsement noting mortgagee change for the closing or if it’s a new policy 
then go the “immediate coverage” route 

Having said that…..
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Can the bank require a copy of the HO 05 02

The company has the right to 
evaluate Coverage A – company 
software and carry 100%

If there IS a loss and Coverage A on Dec page 
isn’t sufficient then the company will ENDORSE 
the policy to a new limit that will 

equal the current replacement 
cost of the building

That’s as close to saying 100% replacement cost 
as bank is going to get
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Can the bank require a copy of the HO 05 02

If Coverage A is increased …then so 
Coverages B, C, D will ALSO be increased

This does NOT provide ordinance or law 
coverage – one should also consider 
HO 04 77 Increased ordinance or law 
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Can the bank require a copy of the HO 05 02

It’s not a bad thing to give a company a copy of the endorsement ….

It IS a bad thing to say coverage is 100% replacement cost if THOSE words 
are not in the policy or the endorsement ….

and …they are not….

The endorsement says what it will do ….just what DOES 
100% replacement cost ….mean to that bank?????
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The bank wants a copy of the RCE …should I send?…

We have had a few mortgage companies asking for a copy of the replacement 
cost estimator showing how we calculated the replacement cost. Is this legal 
for them to do? Shouldn’t the binder or evidence be enough? Do you have 
any material stating we cannot send this? 

Just wondering….we have been getting a lot of pressure from mortgage 
company demanding we provide our cost estimator. They want the customer 
to carry 100% replacement cost.
If not they want the cost estimator, or both. 
We don’t mind doing the estimator, however, they are not 100% accurate. 
What can we do? They are really a pain!!! 
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The bank wants a copy of the RCE …should I send?…

I’m sure the banks want proof of insurance.  Most of them know that it is 
“illegal” in Massachusetts to ask for the loan value as the limit of insurance if it is 
more than the replacement value of the home per MGL 183:66 – which we’ve 
already seen.

I know of no law that doesn’t allow them to ask. But just because they ask, 
doesn’t mean you have to provide.  As previously stated, I would NEVER want to 
state coverage is 100% replacement value as neither the company specific 
guaranteed replacement cost endorsements or the ISO alternatives state this.  

We should NEVER state anything on a binder, evidence of coverage or certificate 
that cannot be found in the policy per both our MA certificate of insurance law 
(MGL 175L) created in 2015 and prudent following of sound agency E&O 
procedures.
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The bank wants a copy of the RCE …should I send?…

The RCE is “proprietary” information that belongs to the insurance company –
not the insurance agent nor the insured so one should ask for permission before 
it is sent.  

If an RCE is sent to the bank, whether an agent chose to ask the company for 
permission or not, it should be sent with some kind of disclaimer such as:

“building replacement value determined by questions regarding 
building construction and materials asked by company X 
proprietary software valuation program, answers given by client 
to those questions and the costs for such materials utilized in 
company X software valuation program for identified materials 
and construction methods”  

or something like that to kind of say that it is “not my fault” if the RCE is 
inaccurate.
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Why does client have to carry …

Our agency has been receiving more and more requests recently from lenders that the 
dwelling coverage on an insured property needs to be enough to cover the loan. 

We are in the understanding that per MA general laws, a lender cannot require an insured to 
insure the home or dwelling for more than the replacement cost of the dwelling. 

Does this law pertain to both lenders that are based in MA and other states, or does the 
lender follow their specific state laws?

It would make sense that the law pertains to wherever said property location is, which in 
these many cases is MA. 
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Why does client have to carry …

Are you seeing other agents experiencing lender requests as outlined above? 

We even recently had a lender force our insured to increase their coverage amount, and the 
lender advised our insured that 

“your insurance guy is not covering the property close to the value in case of the loss”

In this instance the original replacement estimator was for $650,000 and we had a dwelling 
limit of $658,000 on the policy, so their statement was simply not true.

Good thing is our insured have been on our side when an instance like this arises. Starting to 
make our blood boil a little bit…
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Why does client have to carry …

I’d remind the bank and the client … 
that a property policy … personal or commercial does NOT cover land …

under the HO policy … it states this under Coverage A and Coverage B – you can even 
show them.
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Why does client have to carry …

I’d remind the bank that the MA law applies to MA loans – regardless of where the mortgage 
company, bank, etc., is located …

the issue is they are doing business in MA on MA property ….
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Why does client have to carry …

So, my insured is refinancing his home with an approximate RCE of 1.5 million.  
His mortgage is only $750,000.  

The bank realizes that the mortgage is much less than the replacement value of 
the home, but they are demanding the client carry the RCE.  

Can the bank do that? 

The client isn’t happy
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Why does client have to carry …

If the bank says they won’t issue a loan for an amount of insurance less than the 
replacement value of the property, that is their prerogative.

Technically, the “replacement cost law” can allow them this.  It can work “both 
ways”
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Why does client have to carry …

If the bank wants to be able to sell the loan to Fannie Mae, then there are various 
obligations to fulfill.  

One of them
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Why does client have to carry …
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Why does client have to carry …

Home value 1,500,000
UPB 750,000
80% insurable value 1,200,000
Required coverage here 1,200,000 
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Bank is demanding a policy for the closing – not a binder

This is a first for me in my 33 years. I issued a binder for a new home purchase and the 
mortgage company is telling me they do not accept binders any longer. Have you heard of 
this?? I posted the response I was sent below.

Hi xxx, 
Thank you for your quick response. 
Our compliance team is no longer accepting temporary binders for closing. 

Isn’t there a law?

Or

We’ve had several instances as of late where lenders are demanding a dec page for 
closing vs. binder. I wasn’t sure if you had done a write up regarding this ?
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Bank is demanding a policy for the closing – not a binder

There is a MA law the states a bank MUST accept a binder for at least 30 days

183:65 Acceptance of written memorandum as evidence of insurance

Section 65. Any mortgagee doing business in the commonwealth who makes in 
excess of five mortgage loans per year shall accept a written memorandum of a 
preliminary contract of insurance pursuant to section ninety-eight of chapter one 
hundred and seventy-five as evidence of insurance from any duly licensed agent, 
broker or insurance company; provided, however, that a contract for insurance 
for a term of not less than one year is issued within thirty days of said 
memorandum, or in the event of the cancellation of said memorandum, the 
mortgagee shall be provided with prior written notification thereof.98*
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Bank wants one year policy

My insured is purchasing a house, he currently resides in that his fiancé 
is selling to him. 
The closing date is scheduled 6/6/22. I emailed the binder to loan officer 
(eff 6/6/22 to 7/6/22) but the loan officer is asking for a copy of the 
annual policy or full one year on the binder.

He wants me to change the expiration date on the binder from 7/6/22 to 
6/6/23 or send copy of one year policy. 

I have never issued a policy prior to closing date, especially when it’s a 
new purchase. 

Additionally, I never have the expiration date on the binder for more 
than 30 days. Below is the trail of communication
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Bank wants one year policy

Sneaky devils … 
Per what we have previously discussed the bank MUST accept a binder 
for a minimum of 30 days ….

And …they CAN’T demand a policy 
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Bank is demanding THEIR policy for the closing –

I am hoping you can assist me with a recent issue with a Mortgage company. 
We had a client purchasing a condo that needed coverage for inside the unit 
(studs in). 
We sent the insured a quote with Company X. The clients’ mortgage rep said 
the premium was too high and went to another company to obtain a quote. 
The quote he received is less premium and less coverage. 

The client advised us that his mortgage rep said he has to take the cheaper 
policy with the other agent in order to get the mortgage. Is this legal for a 
mortgage company to do? Do we have any recourse? 
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Bank is demanding THEIR policy for the closing –

THAT certainly is NOT true …so I asked Dan Foley, Esq., MAIA’s Legal 
Consultant …just to make sure and he said:

The mortgage rep is violating the Bank’s/Mortgage Company Regulation by 
requiring that your client take the cheaper insurance in order to get the 
mortgage.

Your recourse would be to file a complaint with the Division of Banks.

Dan

Daniel J Foley Jr, Esq., Consultant
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Evidence of property v. binder form

Can you tell me what the difference is between the evidence of property 
form and the binder form?
I’ve only ever issued Insurance Binders.
We have a client who has purchased a home (has not closed yet) and the 
bank requested that I send Evidence of Property Insurance instead of an 
Insurance Binder.
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Evidence of property v. binder form

ACORD has created a line-by-line discussion of completion for each form it 
creates 

A binder is what is used when there is NOT a current policy in existence
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Evidence of property v. binder form

There are (2) evidence of property forms 
Evidence of Property Form 27 for personal lines and small commercial
and Evidence of Commercial Property Form 28 for larger commercial risks
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Evidence of property v. binder form

The Form 27 ACORD instructions are a line by line “how to”

Entering full 
legal 
company 
name as 
found in the 
“file copy of 
the policy”
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Evidence of property v. binder form

The agent then said:

The request I received for the Evidence of Property, is for a new purchase. 
The policy is not in effect and won’t be until the closing happens. I sent 
them a Binder and they were fine with that (even after the request for 
Evidence of Insurance.

This was the 1st time I had been asked for Evidence of Insurance)

So sending the Binder was the proper thing to do?
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Evidence of property v. binder form

Yes … a binder is what is utilized when there is no policy in force.

And …in MA …the bank MUST take the binder for a minimum of 30 days and 
that binder should then become a “policy”

I’m glad it wasn’t a “creative way around accepting the binder” ….
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Evidence of property v. binder form

Yes … a binder is what is utilized when there is no policy in force.

And …in MA …the bank MUST take the binder for a minimum of 30 days and 
that binder should then become a “policy”

I’m glad it wasn’t a “creative way around accepting the binder” ….

Another agent stated:
we were told that we should never issue binders for a refi because it's 
binding an additional limit on coverages rather than stating the current 
policy limits and that we should only issue evidence of insurance.

Is this true? We have been issuing binders on refi's for 38 years.
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Evidence of property v. binder form

Interesting 

I’ve never heard that …but ACORD created the evidence of personal property 
form – 27 or 28 

for use once there IS a policy.

A binder assumes there is no policy currently in place 
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Evidence of property v. binder form

The binder discusses the type 
of form and limits …no place 
for policy number as the 
assumption is …
there isn’t one yet!
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Evidence of property v. binder form

Remember the binder is TWO pages … 

The top conditions ARE important
The coverage is based on forms,
conditions, in current use by 
company
and
the binder CAN be cancelled 
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Evidence of property v. binder form

Evidence shows place for policy 
number and policy inception and 
expiration dates

Coverage based on what current 
policy contains

Cancellation per policy terms
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Binding authoring on auto and online sales

I have a question on binding authority for auto's.

Carvana has asked for a 90-day binder date from the date of drop off.

If I am remembering correctly from my licensing classes, agents only have 
30-day binding authority.

Can we produce a binder for 90 days as they are requesting or is 30 days all 
we are allowed to do?
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Binding authoring on auto and online sales

When is the insured “taking title”?

The MAP only recognizes vehicles 
that are owned by the insured … 
taking title or permanent lease

If it is an ADDITIONAL one …
in addition to what is currently on 
the dec page … 
the definition of your auto 
discusses 7 days from when TOOK 
TITLE
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Binding authoring on auto and online sales

If it is a replacement …
not in “their minds” but in reality -
when the insured loses possession 
(sells -turns title over) to a vehicle 
that is currently ON the 
declarations page 

the “automatic termination” 
provision states that there could be 
coverage for a maximum of 30 days 
from when LOSE possession of the 
“known” vehicle …
not when “take title” to the new 
one
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Binding authoring on auto and online sales

However, if more than one auto is 
described on the Coverage Selections 
Page, the termination of coverage 
applies only to the auto involved in 
any of the situations described above.

Beyond what is written into policy …. 
You would need insurance company 
permission (technically you don’t 
necessarily have 30 days …
and sure as heck …
not 90 in policy language)
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Binding authoring on auto and online sales

In years past we have suggested to banks you just state “coverage 
becomes effective upon transfer of title” …because then it is “nebulous”

Without reading your agent/company contract … 
all you can count on is what is in the policy ..
or get an underwriter’s permission – and then if it isn’t in writing …
do an email to recap the “permission”

Never heard of Carvana wanting 90-day binder …thought 
they gave a 7 day “free trial”
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When is the binder effective date?

An insured is refinancing, and the new mortgage lender is asking for a 
homeowner's binder with the effective dates of the binder to show the 
expected closing date with expiration date to be 30 days later.

I always had the understanding that the effective date of the binder is 
the date of the binder request and with expiration date to be 30 days 
later. (I always enter in the actual policy effective dates in the 
description box). 

The mortgage lender may have to reach out for another binder if it 
expires and the closing date changes to a later date. 

Is it ok to send a binder with a future effective date, or am I correct in 
issuing with just today's date as the eff date? 
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When is the binder effective date?

Might as well go to the source – the ACORD how to complete instructions

You are right about putting the date that you are completing it – makes sense

But binder effective date does NOT have to be the same date.

It states:

The date on which the terms and conditions of the binder commenced. This date 
normally coincides with the effective date of the policy or of an endorsement to the 
policy.
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When is the binder effective date?
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When is the binder effective date?

So you do it today (10/30) but the closing is 11/30 …

THAT is the date the “terms and conditions of the binder commence” …
so that is the effective date … 
and 30 days later for binder expiration date

I would always mention in the email that you are sending it with a FUTURE effective 
date  …to let you know if dates change …

as well as the client …too
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Bank wants verification coverage of wind and hail coverage on binder

We are doing some refresher topics in the Service Center and binders 
came up in discussion. 

Do you have any material or examples on standard terminology for 
binders?

For example, when mortgage representatives push back looking to 
confirm Wind and Hail coverage, additional % amount of Coverage A 
and/or Guarantee Replacement Cost (when the customer doesn’t have 
the endorsement).
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Bank wants verification coverage of wind and hail coverage on binder

We’ve already discussed the “guaranteed replacement cost” discussion 

The wind and hail issue I’ve only been asked once. 

It was a bank that was used to the South Atlantic Coastal area, where 
certain states have “fairplan like” wind pools and allow an property 
policy to exclude wind and hail because it is available through the wind 
pool. 

I told agent to send a copy of the form and show there are NO such 
exclusions on personal lines in MA
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Commercial condo issues

How do i answer this question from a lender in regards to a master 
policy? 

"If there is no agreed amount endorsement or coinsurance waiver, is the 
current coverage limit written to 100% of the total insurable value 
(TIV)"?
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Commercial condo issues

I “assume” you are the commercial agent for the master policy.

There is NO answer for that question …
there is no such thing as 100% total insurable value – unless one has a company 
specific “guaranteed replacement cost endorsement” and then I’d want to read it.

The losses will be paid in accordance to whatever loss settlement provision is in the 
policy … period

No guarantees in life other than horseshoes and hand grenades – unless a 
guaranteed RC endorsement …
and THEN …
one has to read to see if it also considers “ordinance or law issues” which it probably 
doesn’t and requires another endorsement.
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Commercial condo issues

With rising inflation, rising construction costs and rising costs of everything due to 
supply chain issues … I would NOT say anything like what that bank wants ..

If you don’t state “100% value” on the certificate that you are issuing for that 
unitowner purchase …then it will just end up in the Personal lines HO-6 lap …

It is what it is…Just think “surfside condo collapse” when you feel a desire to type 
such foolishness
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Another inventive way to get you into trouble

Here’s the latest thing I’ve had a mortgage company ask for:

“Our condo underwriter reviewed the H06 binder and is looking for you 
to confirm (email acceptable) that the coverage provided will extend to 
any/all per unit deductible on the master insurance policy.

Leaving the borrower only responsible for the HO6’s per occ deductible in 
any type of event. Can you confirm this for us?”

I offered to share policy forms for the underwriter’s review but declined 
to promise anything else.

I enjoyed their liberal use of terms like any and all.
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Another inventive way to get you into trouble

I like the “share forms” idea of the agent.  

NO SUCH foolishness should be “confirmed” to the bank …unless you are 
the insurance company claims department 

The next day the agent emailed me ….

This morning’s request from the same lender:

“Our condo underwriter is asking for you to confirm that the dwelling 
coverage is for all perils. Can you confirm for us?”

Just what ARE “all perils” …was my answer 
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Lienholder v. loss payee

We met with a client who is a bank yesterday. 

They told us they often ask to be listed on PAP and BAP as lienholder and for some 
reason often end up listed as loss payee. We have always advised them to get 
lienholder. 

Is there something I am missing or unaware of?

Can you think of any reason why any carrier could not list as lienholder? 

Or why an agent would provide a binder as a loss payee? 
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Lienholder v. loss payee

The MAP states:

Of course – neither the term …loss payee or lienholder!
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Lienholder v. loss payee

The AIB MAP Dec page states:

Secured lender
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Lienholder v. loss payee

The MM 99 11 MA amendatory endorsement to the BAP states:
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Lienholder v. loss payee

Loss payee term 
used in 
amendatory 
endorsement 

but BAP Dec 
pages not even 
mention 
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Lienholder v. loss payee

Loss payee term 
used in 
amendatory 
endorsement 

but BAP Dec 
pages not even 
mention 

So .. the auto policies don’t use the term “lienholder” … 
personal auto …secured lender … 
BAP …loss payee
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Thank you for attending…

If you have any questions, please email 
imorrill@massagent.com

They want what?
Making the bank happy 

Thank you for attending…
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